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A complex sequence of erosional, depositional, and structural events that make up the 
geologic history of Chryse basin has been deciphered by photogeologic methods, including 
geologic/geomorphic mapping at 1:5,000,000 scale (partly revised from [I]) and new, more 
thorough crater counts (Table 1). Apparently, four distinct episodes of outflow-channel formation 
and associated basin sedimentation occurred from Late Noachran to Middle Amazonian time, 
interspersed by local emplacement of volcanic flows, structural deformation, and mass wasting. 

Episode 1: Late Noachian. Mawrth Vallis, perhaps the earliest outflow channel on Mars, 
as well as other minor channels locally dissected highland rocks (unit HNr; map units shown in 
[I]). Within Chryse basin, marginal highland rocks succumbed to mass wasting, forming 
mosaics of mesas separated by grooves and isolated knobs (many of which are preserved on local, 
topographic highs such as crater rims and older wrinkle ridges). Next, volcanism emplaced an 
early outcrop of ridged plains material (unit Hr) in southwestern Chryse basin. 

Episode 2: Early Hesperian. A thick sequence of lava flows (ridged plains material, unit 
Hr) buried Lunae Planum and southern Tempe Terra. Floods then washed across northern Lunae 
Planum, carving plateau tops (unit Hchs) and the broad, higher floor of Kasei Valles (unit Hchh); 
mass wasting soon degraded parts of the plateaus (unit Hrd). Perhaps at about the same time, 
precursory Simud, Tiu, and Ares Valles were cut through both highland rocks as well as ridged 
plains material in southern Chryse Planitia. 

Episode 3a: Late Hesperian and Early Amazonian, Stage 1. Another major period of 
outflow channeling carved Sirnud, Tiu, Ares, and Maja Valles; two depositional stages separated 
by dissection occurred in Chryse Planitia. The first depositional phase resulted in as much as a 
few hundred meters of sediment in Chryse Planitia (where degraded impact-crater rims appear 
partly buried); this material is mapped as higher channel floor (unit Hchh; no crater count) 
amongst the distributaries of Simud, Tiu, and Ares Valles, as knobby plains material (units HNck 
and Hck; knobs are made up of degraded, Noachian plateau material) in eastern Chryse Planitia, as 
channel bars (symbol b) having serrated edges (which distinguishes them from those carved in 
highland rocks), and perhaps as smooth plains in northwestern Chryse Planitia (unit AHcs). 
These extensive remnants of the deposit indicate that it may have covered much of Chryse basin. 
In Chryse Planitia and part of Ares Vallis, the deposit appears degraded into circular pits and 
complex depressions that may result from thermokarst action [ 2 ] .  In northeastern Chryse Planitia, 
the deposit embays low knobs that are remnants of the Late Noachian knob-forming event; 
additionally, some knobs may be large blocks of material transported by debris flows. Such 
knobs are absent in the deposit in southern and northwestern Chryse Planitia. 

Episode 3b: Late Hesperian and Early Amazonian, Stage 2. Next, further dissection in 
southern Chryse Planitia cut through the stage 1 flood deposit and lowered the base level by as 
much as several tens of meters. Dissection was followed by deposition of a thin debris flow 
deposit (making up much of unit Hchl) in southern Chryse Planitia, which probably flowed out 
from Simud and Tiu Valles and filled shallow channel distributaries in southern Chryse Planitia 
(including parts of Ares Vallis). Locally, a smooth scarp can be observed bounding the debris 
flow. The flow also includes knobs hundreds of meters across that may be either embayed or 
rafted by the flow. In higher resolution images, the flow locally appears complexly degraded 
(perhaps due to thermokarst and eolian processes). In the terminal areas of Simud, Tiu, and Ares 
Valles and along the contact between smooth and complex plains materials (units AHcs and 
AHcc), the debris flow is buried by what appears to be another debris-flow unit that flowed south 
and west from northeastern Chryse Planitia. Because that flow direction is counter to the general 
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topography, it may be that the upper debris-flow unit is part of the same flow as the lower unit and 
represents back flow. In other words, momentum of the original debris-flow surge produced a 
thick, high sea of debris in northern Chryse basin; this viscous deposit then flowed backwards as it 
leveled out (compare interpretation in [3]). This upper unit, mapped as complex plains material 
(unit AHcc), includes fractures and peculiar ridges and valleys. The fractures probably formed by 
rapid desiccation of a thick, wet deposit [3,4]. The ridges and valleys have proposed fluvioglacial 
origins [5]. However, the features are restricted to the deposit and appear associated with wrinkle 
ridges in places; therefore, they may have formed by compression during shifting of the debris 
flow while it was still somewhat viscous. In Acidalia Planitia, the deposit likely makes up mantled 
and grooved plains materials (units Hvm and AHcg) where total sediment thickness may exceed 
500 m based on the complete burial of ancient degraded impact crater rims [6] and on the 
formation of polygonal grooves presumably due to compaction [4]. Maja Valles (unit AHchl) 
dissects wrinkle ridges in Chryse basin; below Maja, the ridges appear subdued, perhaps caused 
by partial burial due to Maja flooding and deposition of subdued ridged plains material (unit 
AHcr) . 

Episode 4: Early to Late Amazonian. Lobate lava flows from Tharsis (unit At,) partly 
buried northwestern Kasei Valles, then a final outburst carved the inner, lowest channels of Kasei 
Valles (unit AHchl). The deposit from this event is not clearly seen in Chryse Planitia, indicating 
that the deposit is very thin. 

Table 1. Crater densities, depositional episodes, and relative ages of basin units in Chryse and 
Acidalia Planitiae, Mars (after units of [I]; note that relative ages differ slightly in a few cases from 
those assigned to map units). 
Map unit Area of count No. craters per lo6 km2 Episode* Relative 

(km2> > 2 km >5 km age' 
AHchl (Kasei Valles) 198,170 3 13f40 30f12 4 MA 
AHchl (Maja Valles) 185,930 457f50 75+20 3b LWEA 
AHcr 236,100 356f39 93f 20 3b LWEA 
AHcc 5 14,440 280223 6W11 3b LH/EA 
AHcg 242,330 347f 38 62f 16 3b LHEA 
Hvm 161,650 29 1 f42  62f20 3b LHfEA 
Hchl (Simud!Tiu/Ares) 410,070 285+26 83+14 3 b LHEA 
AHcs 276,340 326f 34 76+17 3a LWEA 
Hck 356,490 351f31 7W14 3a LWEA 
HNck 124,280 6 12f70 1 13f30 3a N/LH 
Hchh (Kasei Valles) 266,570 465f42 146+23 2 EH 
Hrd, Hchs (Kasei Valles) 156,090 602+62 16W32 2 EH 
Hr (Lunae Planum) 1,013,400 610f25 145f 12 2 EH 
Hr (Chryse Planitia) 230,240 747+57 230f32 1 LNEH 
HNr (near Mawrth Valles) 70,641 1,274f134 424f78 1 MNLN 
*Channeling/sedimentation episodes discussed in text. 
'~elative age based on crater-density stratigraphy of [7]; N = Noachian, H = Hesperian, A = 
Amazonian, E = Early, M = Middle, L = Late. 
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